Social Media/ Public Interactions Policy
Friending
I do not accept friend or contact requests from current or former
clients on any social networking site (Facebook, LinkedIn, etc). I
believe that adding clients as friends or contacts on these sites can
compromise your confidentiality and our respective privacy. It may
also blur the boundaries of our therapeutic relationship.

ʻLikingʼ My Facebook Page
I keep a Facebook Page for my professional practice to allow
people to share my blog posts and practice updates with other
Facebook users. You are welcome to view my Facebook Page and
read or share articles posted there, and comment on them.
However, DO NOT use wall postings, as means of engaging with
me if we have an already established client/therapist relationship.
Engaging with me this way could compromise your confidentiality.
It may also create the possibility that these exchanges become a
part of your legal medical record and will need to be documented
and archived in your chart
My website and Facebook Fan page are intended to let others
know who I am as a professional and to make it easy to refer those
you feel would benefit from my services. I will not confirm nor deny
any professional relationship between clients on any social network
site. This social media policy was constructed to inform you of the
risks involved with associating on a social network. My professional
code of ethics states that I do not use my professional relationships
with clients to further my own interests. Therefore, while you
obviously have the right to ʻlikeʼ pages or endorse whatever you
choose, I will not ask you to “like” my page or endorse me on other
business pages.

Business Review Sites
You may find my psychotherapy practice on sites such as Yelp,
Healthgrades, Google+, Bing, or other places which list
businesses. Some of these sites include forums in which users rate
their providers and add reviews. Many of these sites comb search
engines for business listings and automatically add listings
regardless of whether the business has added itself to the site. If
you should find my listing on any of these sites, please know that
my listing is NOT a request for a testimonial, rating, or
endorsement from you as my client. Of course, you have a right to
express yourself on any site you wish. But due to confidentiality, I
cannot respond to any review on any of these sites whether it is
positive or negative. I urge you to take your own privacy as
seriously as I take my commitment of confidentiality to you. You
should also be aware that if you are using these sites to
communicate indirectly with me about your feelings about our work,
there is a good possibility that I may never see it.

Other Public Interactions
As in any other public context, you have control over your own
description of the nature of our acquaintance, if you choose to
disclose a professional relationship. For example, if I saw you at a
restaurant and you ignored me, I would follow your lead and do the
same. If you introduce me to your friends I would agree with your
description of how you know me. Otherwise, I will not confirm nor
deny any professional relationship without explicit written consent.
None of this is meant to keep you from sharing that you are in
therapy with me wherever and with whomever you like.
Confidentiality means that I cannot tell people that you are my
client and my Ethics Code prohibits me from requesting
testimonials. But you are more than welcome to tell anyone you
wish that Iʼm your therapist or how you feel about the treatment I
provided to you, in any forum of your choosing.

